Abstract: An nontrivial extension of the maximal static flow problem is the maximal dynamic flow model, where the transit time to traverse an arc is taken into consideration. If the network parameters as capacities, arc traversal times, and so on, are constant over time, then a dynamic flow problem is said to be stationary. Research on flow in planar static network is motivated by the fact that more efficient algorithms can be developed by exploiting the planar structure of the graph. This article states and solves the maximum flow in directed (1, n) planar dynamic networks in the stationary case.
Introduction
The static network flow models bridges several diverse and seemingly unrelated areas of combinatorial optimization. More often in scientific writing, flow in a network refers to the flow of electricity, phone calls, email messages, commodities being transported across truck routes, or other such kinds of flow. Many efficient algorithms have been developed to solve the maximum flows problem in static network [1] .
The planar static network also arise in practical contexts such as VLSI design and communication networks, and hence it is of interest to find fast flow algorithms for this class of graphs. The computation of a maximum flow in a planar static network has been investigated by many researchers starting from the work of Ford and Fulkerson [5] who developed an O(n 2 ) time algorithm for (1, n) networks when the source node 1 and sink node n are on the same face. This algorithm was later improved to O(n log n) time by Itai and Shiloach [8] . By introducing the concept of potentials, Hassin [6] gave an algorithm that run in O(n log 0.5 n) time using Frederickson ′ s shortest path algorithm [4] . Itai and Shiloach [8] also developed an algorithm to find a maximum flow in an undirected planar networks when the source node and sink node are not on the same face. For faster maximum flow algorithms in planar (but not necessarily (1, n) planar) undirected and directed static networks see Hassin and Johnson [7] and Johnson and Venkatesan [9] . Khuller and Naor [10] present the flow in planar static networks with nodes capacities.
However, in some other applications, time is an essential ingredient [1] . In this instance, to account properly for the evolution of the underlying system over time, we need to use dynamic network flow models. For dynamic network flow problem see [1] , [2] , [3] .
In this paper, we present the maximum flow problem in directed (1, n) planar dynamic networks. We present the case when the planar dynamic network is stationary. Further on, in Section 2 the maximum flow in directed (1, n) planar static network is exposed. In Section 3 some
Researchers have developed very efficient algorithms (in fact, linear time algorithms) for testing the planarity of a digraph. Definition 2. Let G = (N, A) be a planar digraph. A face of G is a region of the plane bounded by arcs that satisfies the condition that any two points in the region can be connected by a continuous curve that meets no nodes and arcs. The boundary of a face x is the set of all arcs that enclose it. Faces x and y said to be adjacent if their boundaries contain a common arc.
The planar digraph G has an unbounded face. Recall two well-known properties of planar digraphs:
-If a connected planar digraph has n nodes, m arcs and q faces, then q = m − n + 2;
-If a planar digraph has n nodes and m arcs, then m < 3n.
Our discussion in this paper applies to a special class of planar digraphs known as (1, n) planar digraphs (the node source 1 and node sink n lie on the boundary of unbounded face).
Let G = (N, A, u) be a static network with the set of nodes N = {1, . . . , i, . . . , j, . . . , n}, the set of arcs A = {a 1 , . . . , a k , . . . , a m }, a k = (i, j) and the upper bound (capacity) function u : A → R + , where R is real number set. To define maximal static flow problem, we distinguish two special nodes in the static network G = (N, A, u): a source node 1 and a sink node n.
A static flow is a function f : A → R + , satisfying the following conditions:
for some v ≥ 0. We refer to v as the value of the static flow f . The maximum flow problem is to determine a flow f which maximizes v. A cut is a partition of the node set N into two subsets S and S = N − S. We represent this cut using notation
. We refer to an arc (i, j) with i ∈ S and j ∈S as a forward arc of the cut and an arc (j, i) with j ∈S and i ∈ S as a backward arc of the cut. Let ( S,S ) denote the set of forward arcs in the cut and let (S , S ) denote the set of backward arcs. We have that the arc set of cut is
. We refer to a cut [
S,S
] as an 1 − n cut if 1 ∈ S and n ∈S. For the maximum flow problem, we define the capacity of the 1 − n cut
We refer to an 1 − n cut whose capacity is the minimum among all 1 − n cuts as a minimal cut.
Recall the maximum flow minimum cut theorem.
Theorem 3.
The maximum value of the flow from a source node 1 to a sink node n in network G equals the capacity of minimum 1 − n cut.
Many efficient algorithms have been developed to solve the maximum flows problem in some static network [1] .
Next we present the maximum flow problem in directed (1, n) planar static network. First, we define the dual directed static network denoted by
We add the arc (n, 1)
with u(n, 1) = 0, which divides the unbounded face into two faces: a new bounded face and a new unbounded face. In this case we have n ′ = q + 1 faces, with q = m − n + 2. Then we place a node
respectively, denote the nodes in the dual directed static network G ′ corresponding to the new bounded face and the new unbounded face. Each arc (i, j) ∈ A lies on the boundary of the two faces x and y. Corresponding to this arc, the network G ′ contains two oppositely arcs (x ′ , y ′ ) and
We define arc costs in the opposite manner if arc (i, j) is a counterclockwise arc in the face x. The network G ′ contains the arcs (1 ′ , n ′ ) and (n ′ , 1 ′ ) which we delete from the network. We have
There is an one-to-one correspondence between 1 − n cuts in the network G and paths from node 1 ′ to node n ′ in the network G ′ . Moreover, the capacity of the cut equals the cost of the corresponding path. Consequently, we can obtain a minimum 1 − n cut [S,S] and c[S,S] in network G by determining a shortest path P ′ and c ′ (P ′ ) from node 1 ′ to node n ′ in the network G ′ . We can solve the shortest path problem in the network G ′ using Dijkstra ′ s algorithm [1] .
Now, we present an algorithm for finding a maximum flow in a directed
The algorithm for maximum flow in directed
(1, n) planar static network (AMFDPSN) is presented in Figure 1 [1].
1: AMFDPSN; 2: begin 3: compute the network G ′ ;
7: end for 8: end. The maximal dynamic flow problem for T time periods is to determine a flow function f h : A×H → N, which should satisfy the following conditions in dynamic network G h = (N, A, h, u h ) :
where
is the flow value at time t and f h (i, j; t) = 0, (i, j) ∈
A, t ∈ {T − h(i, j; t) + 1, . . . , T }.
In other words, a dynamic flow f h from 1 to n is any flow f h from 1 to n in which not more than u h (i, j; t) flow units starting from node i at time t and arriving at node j at time t+h(i, j; t) for all arcs (i, j) and all t. Note that in a dynamic flow, units may be departing from the source at time 0, 1, . . . , T ′ , T ′ < T . A maximum dynamic flow for T time periods from 1 to n is any dynamic flow from 1 to n in which the maximum possible number of flow units arrive at the sink node n during the first T time periods. We will show how to transform the maximum dynamic flow problem in the dynamic network G h = (N, A, h, u h ) into a static flow problem on a static network
, called the reduced time-expanded network. For a given dynamic network G h = (N, A, h, u h ) , we form the time expanded network
. . , T − h(i, j; t) with capacity u H
(i t , j θ ) = u h (i, j; t) in G H . The arc (i t , j θ ) in G H represents
the potential movement of a commodity from node i to node j in time h(i, j; t). The number of nodes in G H is n(T + 1), and number of arcs is limited by m(T
+ 1) − ∑ Ah (i, j), whereh(i, j) = min{h(i, j; 0), .
. . , h(i, j; T )}. It is easy to
see that any dynamic flow in dynamic network G h is equivalent to a static flow in static network G H from the source nodes 1 0 , 1 1 , . . . , 1 T to the sink nodes n 0 , n 1 , . . . , n T and vice versa. We can further reduce the multiple source, multiple sink problem in network G H to the single source, single sink problem by introducing a supersource node 1 * and a supersink node n * constructing time superexpanded network , r(P 1 ), . . . , r(P k )); 5: ARF (r(P 1 ), . . . , r(P k )); 6: END. The procedure AMVMCF performs the algorithm for maximum value and minimum cost flow f in network G. For statements we suppose that use the algorithm of Klein variant (minimum The Maximum Flows in Planar Dynamic Networks 287 mean cycle canceling algorithm, see [1] ). This algorithm have the complexity O(n 2 m 3 log n). The procedure ADFEF performs the algorithm for decomposition of flow f in elementary flows with r(P 1 ), ..., r(P k ) path flows. Is necessary that c(P i ) ≤ T . This algorithm have complexity O(m 2 ). The procedure ARF performs the algorithm for send r(P i ) flow, i = 1 . . . , k, starting out from source node 1 at time periods 0 and repeat it after each time period as long as there is enough time left in the horizon for the flow along the path to arrive at the sink node n. This algorithm have complexity O(kT ). Hence, the algorithm for stationary maximum dynamic flow have complexity O(n 2 m 3 log n) (we consider that kT ≤ n 2 m 3 log n). The flow obtained with ASMDF is called a temporally repeated flow for the obvious reason that is consists of repeated shipments along the same flow paths from 1 to n. The maximum value of a temporally repeated flow obtained with ASMDF is:
. . , T − h(i, j; t). Let
where v is the maximum value of the flow f obtained with AMVMCF.
The maximum flows in planar dynamic networks
In this section we consider the maximum flows in planar dynamic networks in the stationary case. Hence, we use the ASMDF which has presented in Section 3. The network G = (N, A, c, u) is planar.
The minimum mean cycle canceling algorithm is a special case of the Klein ′ s algorithm (cycle canceling algorithm, see [1] ). Recall that the mean cost of a directed cycle (circuit)P is ( ∑ (c(i, j)|(i, j) ∈P ))/ P , and that the minimum mean cycle is a cycle with the smallest mean cost in the network G. Is known that use dynamic programing algorithm to find the minimum mean cycle in O(nm) time, see [1] .
In this case, the minimum mean cycle canceling algorithm starts with a maximum flow f in the network G. This flow is computed with algorithm presented in Section 2. At every iteration, the minimum mean cycle canceling algorithm identifies a minimum mean cycleP in residual networkG. If the mean cost of the cycleP is negative, the algorithm augments the maximum possible flow alongP , updatesG, and repeats this process. If the mean cost ofP is nonnegative, G contains no negative cycle and f is a maximum value and minimum cost flow, so the algorithm terminates. This algorithm is surprisingly simple to state. Proof: The ASMDF applied in general network has the complexity O(n 2 m 3 logn). In planar network we have m = O(n). Hence, the ASMDF applied in planar network has the complexity O(n 5 log n). 2 
Conclusions
The computation of a maximum flow in a general network has been an important and well studied problem, both in the fields of computer science and operations research. Many efficient algorithms have been developed to solve this problem, see, e.g., [1] . Research on maximum flow in planar network is motivated by the fact that more efficient algorithms can be developed by exploiting the planar structure of the graph. The planar flow algorithms are not only extremely efficient, but they are also very elegant. Planar networks also arise in practical contexts such as VLSI design and communication networks, and hence it is of interest to find fast flow algorithms for this class of networks.
In this paper, we have studied a generalization of the maximum flow in directed (1, n) planar networks, to include transit time features encountered in many practical situations. The our model, assumes that all attributes in the problem, including arc capacities and transit times, do not change over time. In this case we have used an efficient procedure to find the maximum value and minimum cost flow in directed (1, n) planar static networks G = (N, A, c = h, u) , and then develops a set of temporally repeated flows, with the optimal flow decomposed into a set of path flows. We remark that the problem of maximum flow in (1, n) planar dynamic networks was not studied up to the present. Also, we introduce the notion of reduced time expanded network (2) the maximum flow in directed (1, n) planar dynamic networks with lower bounds in stationary case and in nonstationary case. These are more practical features in many real-world problems where we desire to control the speed of flows at different arcs.
Example
The planar dynamic network is presented in Figure 3 
